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    FRIDAY 18

th 
OCTOBER 

 

 The Assembly starts at 13:03 due to organisational delays 

Initial greeting by the National President Abbas Ahdal Sharif 

National President welcomed all delegates to HiOA and Oslo, officially opening the 

National Assembly 2013. 

Presented the schedule for NA, and the importance of sticking to the timeframe. 

Expecting  full contribution. 

National President emphasized the importance of Local Branches (LBs). LBs are 

always the most important part of ISU Norway. 

The Assembly sang Happy Birthday to the National President. 

Welcome speech by First Vice President Lusine Harutyunyan 

1st VP welcomed all and presented Eton Williams (ISU President from 2005-2007) as 

chair of the National Assembly.  

 

Approval of Chairperson for NA 

Eton Williams then presented himself and was approved to chair the Assembly by 

voting. 

 

Presentation of Meeting Agenda, the Conduct and Procedures and Voting Procedures 

Chair Eton Williams presented the Meeting Agenda. The Agenda was approved by 

voting. The Assembly went through the Conduct and Procedure and Voting Procedure 

for the NA. 

Presentation of the National Secretary, volunteers present and the delegate from NSO, 

Martin Uleberg.  

 

ISU Local Branches Presentations 

ISU NHH, ISU Agder, ISU UMB, ISU HiOA and IOBC 

 

Presentation by SAIH, Mats Molland Haug 

A short presentation on SAIHs work in Norway and abroad. SAIH talks about student 

rights in Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Bolivia, Colombia and Nicaragua. 

NORAD decides and selects countries for development projects, but SAIH help them 

and give recommendations.  SAIH has put forth an international development agenda, 

worth 150 million Norwegian Kroner. 
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SAIH saddened that Norway no longer has a Minister of International Development, 

as the new Minister of International Affairs and International Development can’t do 

all the work by himself. 

Presentation by NSO, Martin Uleberg 
National President presents the resolution that was set forward to the NSO at the NSO 

National Assembly.  ISU National President presents Martin Uleberg as the 

representative to NSO at the ISU NA. 

NSO represents 200.000 students, including international students, and exists to better 

the student situation in Norway and student welfare.  

NSO and the assembly discuss the new political party programme and the implication 

this might have on international students. NSO believes it does not have direct effect 

on us as fees do not seem to be an issue yet.  

NSO urged LBs to talk to local representatives from NSO to further agendas, 

resolutions etc, to influence the local and national NSO.  

 

15.08: Meeting commences after a fruit-break. Enters John Ganyo as second chairperson 

ISU Local Branches presentation 
ISU Volda, ISU Bodø , ISU UiB  ISU Gjøvik ISU  NTNU, ISU Kongsberg, ISU Stavanger, 

ISU Kjeller , ISU Drammen 

 

Presentation by Frivillighet Norge, Anne Bjerke 

48% of Norwegian adults participate in volunteerism (football coaches, etc). Anne 

Bjerke speaks of volunteerism in Norway and the relationship between ISU and 

Frivillighet Norge. She also speaks of how to run an organisation on a basic level and 

how to run an organisation on a national level and invites the assembly to participate 

in volunteering. 

 

ISU History and Practices Presentation by Eton Williams 

Eton Williams emphasises the importance of being a good leader. Can you sweep the 

floor and clean the toilet? Being able to do everything makes you a good leader. 

ISU has developed significantly over the years. ISU has come far, since FSU (Foreing 

student’s Union). 

Any decision made involving students must be represented by 20 per cent by students:  

students shall have at least 20% of the representatives of all collegiate bodies that are 

given decision making powers.  

It’s important for ISU representatives to think “What’s going to happen when I am 

gone?” Need to think about the future, even though you are gone next year. 
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REGULAR TOPICS IN ISU OVER THE YEARS: 

• Ensuring continuity in LBs, :Branch development an Funding 

• ISUs representative /political role 

• Cooperation with Norwegian student orgs nationally and locally 

 

Norwegians respond well to the word “samarbeid”. How to involve Norwegians? Good 

clues, like telling them that you need them. Invite them to the party and always keep the 

Norwegian student politicians close. They will start to promote you. 

 

The same issues that we are bringing up today were mentioned in 2003: 

Student parliament speaks Norwegian and no English. It is still hard to integrate 

international students. Student feel discriminated in parliament meetings. 

 

Presentation of the candidates for elections to the NB 

 

Candidates for National President position: 

Abbas Ahdal Sharif (current President) 

Dewruk Eksath Rajapakse (former President of ISU UMB) 

Francis Jagri - WITHDRAWN 

 

Candidates for 1
st
 Vice President Position 

Lusine Harutyunyan (ISU HiOA and current 1st Vice) 

May Borbon (ISU OIBC) 

Ajmal Hafeez (ISU Agder) 

Oluwatosin Abdulsalam (ISU Tromsø) 

 

Candidates for Vice President of Union Development 

Daniel Hernández Iniesta (ISU Stavanger) 

Kiran Kumar (ISU Gjøvik) 

Charles Nguyo (ISU Ålesund) 

 

National Assembly closes at 20.28 

 

 

 

SATURDAY 19
th

 OCTOBER 

 

Counting and registration at 9.30 

Counting conducted twice on request from the Assembly. Volunteers assisted in the counting. 
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Assembly starts officially at 09.53 

One new delegate arrives at 09.55 

 

Approval of new observers to the Assembly 

Three new observers voted in, other than the original observers.  Observers moved to the 

back. 

 

Local Branches Presentation 

ISU Ålesund, ISU Narvik, ISU HLT, ISU BI. 

 

ISU HiNT delegates arrive at 10.42 

Number of delegates is now 42. 

One delegate from HLT leaves. Number of delegates is now 41. 

 

Presentation of ISU HiNT 

 

10.53 Delegate from OIBC entered. One more delegate counted.  Number of delegates is now 

42. 

 

Presentation of ISU Tromsø  

 

Presentation of the ISU National Report by the National President 

NB discussing/presenting ISU National Report 

 

Presentation of the NB and current situation of ISU 

Six branches inactive:  

 

• AHO - Arkitekthøyskolen. Board accepted but when meeting the NB they declined 

due to projects. Seems that the architects are busy and not interested in meeting. No 

further response was received from AHO. 

• HiØf -  The president went back to Azerbaijan. Presidency passed on, but no response 

although messages were sent and confirmed received.  

• Univeristy of Finmark - abolished student parliament and left to Tromsø.  

• HiVe - had a representative but no further contact. Vice president took up contact and 

is still working on activating the branch again. 

• NVH - entire program for PhD’s. ISU found it really difficult to keep the branch 

active, as no one at NVH has time. Merge with UMB and might be reduced. Not 

abandoning them yet, but looking for further action. 

• Hønefoss -  Erasmus students. No one can take over the task of leadership as they are 

leaving and constantly travelling. 
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ISU now has 25 active branches out of 31total.  

 

- It is mentioned that NB is having problems with funding and are thus unable to start 

up new Local Branches.  There is and should be an overlap where old NB informs the 

new NB.  

- Trine Martinussen hired as a National Secretary January 2014. 

 

- New funding from KD in July 2013 managed to increase the payment and percentage 

(from 38% to 50%) of NS position. 

 

- Glennda Alina Villaflor (previous VP of Academics and Welfare) disappeared in 

December and is not answering Facebook or communicating at all. Payment has 

stopped since January 2013. 

 

- LM held in Stavanger thanks to Daniel H. Iniesta and ISU Stavanger. ISU Stavanger 

helped achieve a “perfect” LM.  

 

- National board is encouraged to hold two LMs per year.  

However it seems difficult and impractical to hold second LM due to exam times and 

funds.  The budget was miscalculated due to backpayment to the previous board; the 

new board’s budget was thus wrong and inaccurately calculated, and did not hold for a 

second LM. 

 

- National Board had a meeting with the Ministry of Education and Research in March. 

ISU was pushing four main points.  

 

- National Secretary Trine Martinussen left in June 2013, and NB did not want to hire a 

new national secretary just yet due to summer holidays etc. The National Board did 

the National Secretary tasks until former secretary Emma Borgnæs took over to assist 

and help out with recruitment and training of new NS. Emma Borgnæs was paid per 

hour. 

 

Resolution presented by National President Abbas Ahdal Sharif 
The NP presents the resolution to continue to have the NA in Oslo. It is cheaper, ISU 
doesn’t have to rent a locale. There are cheaper flights and there are more branches in 
Oslo, making it less challenging to plan and book flights, hotels, etc. 

 

Challenges ISU are facing 

Welcome to Norway and western democracies! Norway is a hard country to be 

integrated into and one has to work to achieve the goals. One must go banging on the 

doors to get what you want. A lack of continuity within ISU been a challenge, now 

with new National Secretary in a 50% position it might help.     
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There is still no clear set on international students regarding the new government. 

 

The new minister of Education seems to be pro education and has previously stated 

that free education for all is in his interest. 

 

The National Board discuss the abolishment of two Vice Presidency Positions (VP of PR 

and VP of Academics and Welfare) 

On paper the VP of Public Relations looks good, but in practice it’s difficult. The VP 

of PR has to constantly tweet, blog, write and contact the media. The VP of PR must 

read and understand newspapers and news in Norwegian. None of the NB members 

are that fluent in Norwegian. NS can take over this job and present it to the board.  

ISU already has a website master. There’s no need for a middle man for forwarding 

minutes etc. 

The position for VP of Academics and Welfare is redundant. Why have someone in 

the middle? Must read national legislation in Norwegian, (160 pages) and even NSO is 

struggling to do this, as they have a full time employed Welfare officer. 

NS is now in a 50% position and Norwegian. The NS can take that task. 

ISU can’t control tax and legal finances as it is the job of the accountant. Money can 

thus be spent better, as we have a NS who is competent.  

National Board was not paid before 2011. VP of PR and Academics and Welfare was 

brought in 2011. The two positions were not there two years ago and can therefore be 

done without. 

 

Presentation by Jan Godfrey, Industri Energi 

Jan Godfrey speaks about the labour unions within industrial and energy sectors in 

Norway. Students (also international students) have rights and Industri Energi will 

look into the rights of students overseas. 

 

Amendment to schedule and discussion of proposals 

Proposal that ALL future NA should be held once a year in Oslo. LM can be held 

anywhere. Members of the Assembly proposed to hold the NA around Norway to be 

able to travel and see the country. It was also proposed that the NA is Oslo should then 

include sightseeing. 

 

The President emphasises that it is public money ISU are spending. ISU must be 

careful with travel and public spending as it may cause repercussions. 

Sponsors are worried about where ISU spend the money and how it is spent. It is 

nevertheless easier for the NS to book tickets and make arrangements for Oslo. 

 

Ashish Singh holding an observer card number three (3) made a comment. Comment not 

accepted as he is not officially registered as an observer. 
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Voting for the resolution to hold all National Assemblies in Oslo 

Chair person counts all delegate cards. Chair counted 43 cards. The Assembly has quorum. 

 

The resolution to hold ALL National Assemblies in Oslo is APPROVED by a majority of the 

votes (34). 

 

Proposal to have lunch for 30mins at13.08 

Proposal ACCEPTED. 

 

Assembly reinitiated at 13.42  

45 delgates present 

 

Proposal to vote in Ashish Singh as observer.  Ashish Singh is voted in as an observer by 

majority and is officially registered as Observer no. three (3) 

 

Presentation of the National Budget for 2013-14 

The Presidents presents the 2012-13 Annual Financial Report. The report is written in 

Norwegian and sent to the KD. 

 

Presentation of the budget for KD  

 Presentation of the ISU annual budget for funds received from KD 

- The President presents the salary budget and why two positions should be abolished. 

- Explanation of pay for Emma Borgnæs, and backdated salaries and vacation money. 

Hence no money for president in June. Presidents and 1st Vice payment will show up 

on next budget. 

- President talks about the National Board related travels costs. It is important with 

face to face interaction when creating new local branches and establishing contact 

with people.  

- Total incoming amount for 2013-2014 is 1.239.861,- Norwegian Kroner (includes 

Frifond) 

 

Voting for the budget 2013-14 postponed due to the constitutional amendments proposal. The 

proposal to abolish two VP positions must first be passed in order for the budget to be 

accepted as it is. If the two VP positions are staying, the budget must be amended in order to 

fit in their payments. 

 

 

National President presents the constitutional amendments proposal 

- The abolishment of the 2 VP position is discussed again. 

- 1st vice receives one extra task from the VP of Academics and Welfare. 
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- The lack of Norwegian language skills is a main argument for abolishing the two VP 

positions.  

- Proposal to wait for the abolishment until we have a 100% position for NS  

- Issue of transparency and democracy is raised 

 

 

Voting for the proposal to amend the Constitution and abolish the two VP positions 

 

2/3 of the Assembly (29 votes) is needed for the amendment to be passed. 

 

First count: 28 delegates in favour.  

Amendment NOT APPROVED. The voting created chaos and the Assembly requires a 

recount. 

 

Second count: 25 delegates in favour.  

Amendment NOT APPROVED. 

 

- The two VP positions continue. 

- The Annual budget must be amended due to the continuing of 2 VP positions.   

- Voting for budget 2013-14 is left for Sunday due to amendments.  

 

Local Branches Presentation 

ISU UiO, ISU HiT , ISU Drammen, ISU MF, ISU Harstad 

 

Proposal to use Harstad as the venue for the next LM. 
Proposal discussed on Sunday. 

 

Presentation by ISU NLA 

 

Discussion of the Agenda and amendments to the Agenda 

Presentation of the NEW budget (revised) by National President 
Revision of the budget with the two positions included 

Costs that fall out: 

- Opening LBs: 8000 to 0,- 

- Scandinavian meetings: 5000 to 0,- 

- Spending for Leadership Meeting falls down from 95.200 to 63.000,- (for a place with 

the international airport, like Stavanger). Smaller places will now be more difficult 

and more expensive to get to). 

- Auditor and Accountant fixed 

- Application submitted to KD is one time thing, as soon as we have the money. 

- Accountant and auditor decided by KD and the law, respectively, and are therefore not 

changeable.  
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Proposal to present the Budged earlier 
Proposal made to amend the agenda and present the budget earlier in case of more 

changes.  

Proposal ACCEPTED. 

 

Voting for the acceptance of the new budget 
43 delegates counted. 22 votes are required for the amendment to be accepted. 

Budget APPROVED by 32 votes. 

 

The consequences to the denial of the budget were discussed. The NA was urged to 

accept the budget, if not the NB would not have anything to work with.  

 

Overview of the Four Years Action Plan 
National President presents the Four Years Action Plan 

The plan mainly consists of asking for money. 

One of the aims is to increase the National Secretary position to 100% . NS speaks 

Norwegian, to be able to translate documents etc. In order to implement the action 

plan, ISU needs money. 

 

Voting for the Four Years Action Plan 
 43 delegates counted. 22 votes are required for the Action Plan to be accepted. 

43 delegates in favour of action plan.   

Action plan APPROVED by majority 100%. 

 

Presentation of National Action Plan for 2013-14   

National President presents the ISU National Action Plan for 2013-2014 

Voting for the ISU national Action Plan 
42 delegates counted. 21 required for the Action Plan to be accepted.   

All in favour.  

National Action Plan ACCEPTED by majority100% votes. 

 

Presentation by John Ganyo on Working With Your Student Parliament 

• Be pro-active.  

• Establish credibility. 

• More funds and better use of facilities. 

• Have fun and speak broken Norwegian ( trying and do an effort impresses the 

Norwegians). 
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Proposal to extend the Sunday to 17.00  
In order to have time for dinner Saturday and the presentation of new candidates, the 

election of vacant positions (2VP) and questioning of candidates, the Assembly 

proposes to extend the agenda to 17.00 on Sunday.   

Proposal APPROVED by majority. 

 

Proposal for new candidates to come forward and stand for elections for the 2 VP.   

46 delegates counted. 23 votes needed to accept proposal.   

Proposal APPROVED by 39 votes. 

Candidates have until Sunday 20th October, 12.00 to hand in their application. 

 

Presentation of candidate Oluwatosin Salam for 1
st
 Vice President. 

Oluwatosin arrived on Saturday morning and was therefore given the chance to 

present himself.  

 

National Assembly closes at 18.10 

 

 

 

SUNDAY 20
th

 OCTOBER 

 

Registration at 9.30 

National Assembly commences at 10.12 

 

Presentation by Josefin Ryde, Norwegian Children and Youth Council (LNU).  

Groupwork initiated by Josefin Ryde 

LNU brainstorm, on how money can be spent, budgeting, how to plan, what is needed, etc. 

LBs get together and follow a guideline presented by Josefin Ryde, to make a plan for 

activities 

 

Presentation continued by Josefin Ryde, LNU 

LNU is an umbrella organisation for 99 children and youth organisations. It consists of 

16 board members and 16 employees. LNU represents the children and youth 

organisations’ views towards decision making bodies and authorities, manages support 

schemes and  provide information to politicians they need to produce comprehensive 

policies. 

LNU distributes Frifond to the ISU National Board once a year. The ISU National 

Board must distribute this Frifond to the Local Branches. The Frifond can be used for 

various activites, as long as it is not spent on alcohol or trips overseas.  
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LNU urges the LBs to follow the Guidelines set forth, and make sure the dates for 

reports are followed. Money that is not used or properly accounted for must be 

returned to the National Office. 

Presentation by Iuliia Vinnik, VP in PR on Communication with ISU 
Iuliia Vinnik presents a good way to communicate in ISU 

  
•  Two-way communication, and everyone is responsible for their 

communication in and between the branches and boards 

• As soon as VP or a new board member is elected/re-elected, the President must 

add new board members of LBs on the Facebook page etc.  

• ISU communicates with the International Office, international students and 

Norwegian organisations – ISU are judging the schools based on the work of 

LBs and the info they give. 

• Take into account the cultural differences when you communicate with others 

and LBs 

• Conclusion: use modern communication tools, appreciate the opinions of 

others, listen and hear each other, enjoy invaluable experiences 

 

Proposal to open up the original positions for President, 1
st
 vice and Union Development  

22 votes required for the proposal to pass. 

Proposal NOT APPROVED. Only 8 delegates in favour 

 

Opportunity to present the new candidates for 2 VP positions.   

Candidates for Vice President of Public Relations: 

 

Tatiana Potemkina (ISU HiNT) 

Oleg Saschenko (ISU Drammen) 

Venkatesh Meka (ISU Gjøvik) 

Oluwatosin Salam (ISU Tromsø) 

Leah Hayward (ISU UMB Ås) 

 

Candidates for Vice President of Academics and Welfare 
 

Venkatesh Kolluru (ISU Gjøvik) 

Uzair Mughal (ISU Narvik) 

Gagan Chhabra (ISU HiOA) 

Charles Nguyo (ISU Ålesund) 

Uzair Mughal (ISU Narvik) 

Oluwatosin Salam (ISU Tromsø) 
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Proposal to amend the agenda  

 

Proposal to amend question time and candidate presentations. Candidates should be 

given one more opportunity to present themselves 

Proposal APPROVED. Candidates get 10 minutes each to present and answer questions. 

 

Election of a National Board 

Delegates and voters note down their selections on paper and put them in baskets.  

50% +1 is required for each candidate to win the elections. 

Baskets are filled, but are emptied again because delegates were not counted prior.  

 

48 delegates counted.  25 votes required to win the election. 

 

Elections of a new national Board:  

- Abbas Ahdal Sharif is re-elected as President with 35 votes. 

- May Borbon elected as First Vice President with 26 votes 

- Daniel Hernández Iniesta elected Vice President of Union Development with 43 votes 

- Gagan Chhabra elected Vice President of Academics and Welfare with 26 votes 

- Leah Hayward is elected Vice President of Public Relations with 25 votes 

 

Speech by the re-elected President and the new National Board 

The Assembly started to pack up and many left before the National Assembly had 

concluded. The candidates were congratulated by the Assembly 

 

Discussion of the Leadership Meeting and proposals 

LM1 proposed to be held in January. Harstad propose to hold the LM1 in Harstad. 

Proposal ACCEPTED. 

Gjøvik propose to hold the LM2 in Gjøvik. Proposal ACCEPTED. 

 

Presentation of Frifond by National Secretary falls away due to complications and lack of 

time. Many delegates left immediately after the elections. 

 

 

National Assembly closes at 20.10 

 

Oslo, 04th of November 

 

Nadia Jafa Jounes 

National Secretary 


